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CAUTION A CAUTION indicates either potential damage to hardware or loss of data and tells you
how to avoid the problem. Unless otherwise noted, each procedure assumes that the following
conditions exist l You have performed the steps in Turning Off Your Computer and Safety
Instructions.Ease the card out of its connector. 1 PCI Express x16 card 2 securing tab 3 PCI Express
x1 card 4 PCI Express x1 card slot 5 PCI Express x16 card slot CAUTION Installing filler brackets
over empty cardslot openings is necessary to maintain FCC certification of the computer. Page 7 14.
Press and push the tabs of the PCI support bracket until its clicks into the filler brackets. 1 PCI
support bracket 2 filler bracket 15. Press the tabs and push the expansion card retainer until it
clicks into place. 16. Replace the computer cover see Replacing the Computer Cover. 17. Connect
the computer and devices to electrical outlets, and then turn them on. 18. To complete the
installation, see Configuring Your Computer After Removing or Installing a PCI Express Card.
WARNING A new battery can explode if it is incorrectly installed. Replace the battery only with the
same or equivalent type recommended by the manufacturer. CAUTION Do not perform the following
steps unless you are familiar with hardware removal and replacement. Performing these steps
incorrectly could damage your system board. Page 11 1 tab 2 processor cover 3 alignment notch 2 4
processor 5 socket 6 center cover latch 7 release lever 8 processor pin1 indicator 9. If the release
lever on the socket is not fully extended, move it to that position. CAUTION You must position the
processor correctly in the socket to avoid permanent damage to the processor and the computer
when you turn on the computer. CAUTION Socket pins are delicate. Page 21 WARNING Despite
having a plastic shield, the processor fan and heat sink assembly may be very hot during normal
operation. Ensure that it has had sufficient time to cool before you touch
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CAUTION The processor fan and heat sink assembly is a single unit. Do not try to remove the fan
separately. 1. Follow the procedures in Before You Begin. 2. Remove the computer cover see
Replacing the Computer Cover. 3. Page 22 11. Connect the processor fan and heat sink assembly
cable to the connector CPUFAN1 on the system board see System Board Components. 12. Replace
the computer cover see Replacing the Computer Cover. 13. Connect your computer and devices to
electrical outlets, and turn them on. Replacing the Front Fan CAUTION Do not touch the fan blades
when you are removing the front fan. NOTE Doublecheck all cable connections to make sure they
are secure. 9. 10. Replace the computer cover see Replacing the Computer Cover. Connect your
computer and devices to electrical outlets, and turn them on. CAUTION Do not perform the
following steps unless you are familiar with hardware removal and replacement. Performing these
steps incorrectly could damage your system board. Page 29 9. Remove the nine screws that secure
the system board to the chassis. 1 screws 9 2 system board 10. Lift the system board up and out.
CAUTION If you are replacing the system board, visually compare the replacement system board to
the existing system board to ensure that you have the correct part. NOTE Some components and
connectors on replacement system boards may be in different locations compared to the components
and connectors on the existing system board. Memory Available Indicates the amount of memory
available in MB. Memory Technology Indicates the memory technology; DDR3. Memory Speed
Indicates the memory speed in MHz. CPU Information Genuine Intel R CPU Displays type of CPU.
CPU Speed Displays the processor speed. Current QPI speed Displays the current QPI speed. Cache
L2 Displays the processor L2 cache size. Page 32 AC Recovery Specifies the behavior of the
computer after recovering from a power failure. On — The computer turns on after it recovers from
a power failure.

Off — The computer remains turned off. This is the default state. Last — The computer returns to the
power state it was in before the power failure. Remote Wake Up This option turns on the computer
when a user tries to access the computer through the LAN enabled by default. Page 33 Changing
Boot Sequence for Future Boots 1. Enter system setup see Entering System Setup. 2. Use the arrow
keys to highlight the Boot Device Configuration menu option and press to access the menu. Flashing
the BIOS From a CD 1. Turn on the computer NOTE If you use a BIOS upgrade CD to flash the BIOS,
set up the computer to boot from a CD before inserting the CD. 2. Insert the BIOS upgrade CD, and
restart the computer. Follow the instructions that appear on the screen. CAUTION A CAUTION
indicates either potential damage to hardware or loss of data and tells you how to avoid the problem.
WARNING A WARNING indicates a potential for property damage, personal injury, or death. Laptop
Mag EditorinChief Sherri Smith joins Scharon this week!For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly.
You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. In my searches online I stumbled upon a Dell site
that had a very large several hundred pages PDF file that looked like what I want, but I was too
dumb to download it at the time and now I cant remember how to get back to it.We are working
every day to make sure our community is one of the best. If you are unable WARNING Before
working inside your computer, read the safety information that shipped with your computer.Two
beeps —. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to
remove these template messages Please update this article to reflect recent events or newly
available information. January 2018 Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise
citations.
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December 2008 Learn how and when to remove this template message Gateway was number one in
the highend consumer market. In early 1993, there was a staff meeting to address how to pursue
this emerging market. At this meeting, it was decided to launch a new highend product line to
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compete with Gateway. Vernon Weiss was assigned as product manager to spearhead and manage
the marketing of the new product. He worked with Brian Zucker who led the architecture and
engineering effort. In September 1993, the first two versions of the XPS line were announced. The
first generation of the XPS system was available as either a desktop or a tower case.The XPS mainly
competes against computers such as Acer s Aspire, HP s Pavilion and Envy, Lenovo s IdeaPad,
Samsung s Sens and Toshiba s Satellite.In 2005 Dell revamped the XPS line to compete with
Alienware now owned by Dell and Falcon Northwest.Consumer notebooks were also separated into
two lines Inspiron and XPS. While the XPS designation used to mean the hardware was highend and
well suited for gaming, that is no longer the case. For example, the XPS 200 is limited to extremely
lowend video cards, while the XPS M140 is only configurable with Intel video, thus making both
systems unsuited for gaming or highend usage.Three systems were introduced the XPS Tower, XPS
Tower VR, and the XPS Tower Special Edition.It is designed for moderate to heavy gaming and
highend workstation performance. It features Intels 6thgeneration Skylake i5 and i7 CPUs on an
LGA 1151 socket. It also includes an upgrade to higherbandwidth DDR4 memory.It was designed for
moderate to heavy gaming and highend workstation performance. It features a Dell 0KWVT8
motherboard with an LGA1150 socket. It comes with a quadcore Intel Core i7 processor and an
Nvidia Geforce GTX 660. A special edition is available with an AMD Radeon R9 270.There are dust
particles trapped between the screen and the touch panel.
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Some buyers even received several exchanges or screens replacements and the issue still remains.
Some people may not notice but turning the brightness up will show these spots. They look like dead
pixels.This is a PC with performance somewhat between the XPS 420 and 630. Its processor is the
Intel Core i7. The current Studio XPS models, however, are not as gameroriented, with only one
PCIe x16 slot and a 475 watt power supply.The 20inch model has an Intel Core 2 Duo E4500, while
the 24inch model has an Intel Core 2 Quad Q8200. The XPS One 20 has integrated Intel GMA 3100
graphics, while the XPS One 24 has integrated Intel GMA X4500HD graphics, and can be customized
with an nVidia GeForce 9600M GT graphics card when chosen with PRODUCT RED. The 20inch
model has integrated High Definition Audio and 10 watt stereo speakers, while the 24inch model has
SoundBlaster Audigy HD software with 25 watt premium JBL speakers with an integrated
subwoofer. The XPS One 20 and XPS One 24 were subsequently discontinued by Dell.It is an allinone
computer that also functions as a large tablet.It contained an Intel Pentium II Klamath CPU, EDO
DRAM, and an i440FX chipset.It contained an Intel Pentium II Klamath CPU, SDRAM, and an i440LX
chipset.It contained an Intel Pentium II Deschutes CPU, SDRAM, and an i440BX chipset.It contained
an Intel Pentium III CPU, SDRAM, and an i440BX chipset.It contained an Intel Pentium III CPU, 128
MB of RDRAM, an ATi RAGE graphics card, and an i820 chipset.It was replaced by the XPS 210,
which is nearly identical to its predecessor. The main exception in this case is the upgrade to an
Intel Core 2 Duo processor and other minor adjustments.It does not use fullsize PCI slots. The XPS
200 is aimed at being a lowimpact machine, meaning it blends in better with the rooms features. It is
more of a multimedia computer than an actual gaming machine, despite the XPS name.
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The main difference between the XPS 210 and its predecessor, the XPS 200, is the upgrade to the
Intel Core 2 Duo processor line. This makes the XPS 210 faster than the XPS 200.It was replaced by
the XPS 410, which is nearly identical with the exception of an optional Intel Core 2 Duo processor
and slightly different audio and video card optionsIt features a base configuration of an Intel Core 2
Duo processor, and a 2.4 GHz Core 2 Quad is also available as an option. Other base options include
the Nvidia GeForce 7300LE, 7200RPM SATA 300 hard drive, and dualchannel DDR2 RAM. The case
is nearly identical to that of the Dimension E520, with an additional 3.5inch drive bay being added.
The case is physically taller because of this. The power supply is also slightly more powerful than the
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Dimension E520 375 W vs 305 W, respectively and has an added 6 pin PCIe power cable. The XPS
410 replaced the XPS 400. It was replaced by the XPS 420. XPS 410 units were also sold as the
Dimension 9200, allowing Dell to continue selling remaining units after the XPS 410 was
discontinued.This was Dells media based computer featuring the Dell Xcelerator a simple and
effective Video Recorder, and an LCD screen in the case, running Windows Vista SideShow. As usual
with the 4XX Line of XPSs, it did not allow for SLI Graphics.The systems motherboard used Intels
X58 chipset, allowing for 3 memory channels over 6 available DIMM slots. The XPS 435T is able to
support Westmerebased Core i7 and Xeon processors supporting up to 6 cores with the latest BIOS
update.Unlike the 435T, the 435MTs BIOS was never updated to support Westmerebased Core i7 or
Xeon chips. The motherboard is a variation of the MSI 7591 MicroATX.This case has not changed
significantly over the past several generations, with the large aluminum plate on the front.
Discontinued a few days after XPS 700 launch and succeeded by the XPS 700.There is no physical
differences between the 630 and the 630i.

BIOS updates were issued to patch the constant HDD LED activity. Some 630i owners have
bypassed the aforementioned problems by swapping out the Dellmodified 650i motherboard with
OEM motherboards such as the EVGA nForce 780i SLI FTW. The motherboard has 8 lanes wired for
each PCIe slot, which can restrict performance if using a single highperformance graphics card.
Performance is equivalent to other systems with 650i chipset motherboards when using two
graphics cards in SLI mode.This desktop was advertised as being overclockable but was not. Dell
would later offer a free XPS 720 motherboard upgrade program to all XPS 700 and 710 owners so
that these machines could be overclocked with the bios. The XPS 700 used significantly larger power
supplies 750 watt and 1 kilowattthan the other XPS models to accommodate higherend video cards
and overclocked CPUs. Unlike its forerunners, it used a BTX motherboard, thereby limiting
upgradability.Other features include dual nVidia GeForce 7950 GX2 in Quad SLI mode, 7200RPM
SATA hard drive, dualchannel DDR2 RAM. The XPS 710 uses significantly larger power supplies
than the other XPS models to accommodate higherend video cards and overclocked CPUs. It was
replaced by the XPS 720.The XPS 720 H2C uses slightly higher quality parts than other XPS classes.
At the time it was one of the most powerful and fastest prebuilt systems an individual could purchase
by a significant margin.The basic model specs of the PC were Intel Core 2 Extreme Processor
QX9650 3.46 GHz Overclocked, DUAL 1 GB ATI Radeon 3870 X2 Crossfire X Graphics Card, 2 GB
Memory, 1 TB 7200rpm Dual HDD. This has since been replaced by the XPS 730x see above.The XPS
730X H2C was the higherend version of the 730X that made use of H2Ceramic cooling and often
shipped with factoryoverclocked Core i7 Extreme Edition processors. The 730X also integrates
Alienware s AlienFX and a new theatre lighting system.

The internals of the 730X have also been redone for ease of upgrades, although most of the inside
remains the same. The 730X supported a TriChannel of 6 GB of DDR3. The graphics card support
was either a dual or single NVIDIA Geforce GTX 285, or a single ATI Radeon HD 4870 X2. The 730X
originally shipped with Windows Vista, but eventually offered Windows 7 near the end of its
availability. Dell internally discontinued the XPS 730X and XPS 730X H2C in its US online store on
August 1, 2009 and cancelled any remaining orders after August 15, 2009. It has been mentioned
that this was done to focus more attention for customers seeking gaming computers, such as
Alienware. The desktop was officially discontinued on September 17, 2009 see Dell XPS 730x .The
three new laptops, released in October 2010, have many new features and specifications from the
old models. They feature JBL speakers with Waves MaxxAudio 3 technology, and have integrated 3D
graphics. The line is the first to be Skype certified for video chat. They have Intel i5 and i7
processors.It features an 11.6inch screen that can be folded backwards almost 360 degrees to act as
a tablet.The convertible mirrors the general aesthetic of the Dell XPS 13 ultrabook and other models
in the XPS lineup, although the hybrid swaps out its predecessors aluminum look for a carbonfiber
exterior. The lid and exterior edge are framed by a machined aluminum edge, while the interior



consists of a magnesiumalloy palm rest coated in matte black paint. The Dell XPS 12s body was
made with a fingerprintresisting coating. It possesses a hinged, flipscreen LCD. Applying a push to
the top of the screen frees the 12.5 inches, 19201080 resolution, 400nit brightness display from the
magnetic locks that hold it in place. The convertibles 1.

7 GHz Core i53317U processor sports Intel HD Graphics 4000 integrated graphics, which combine
with 4 GB of RAM and a 128 GB solidstate drive and Core i5 processor, but ups the memory to 8 GB
and the storage to 256 GB. Some models configuration includes the Core i7 processor, 8 GB of RAM,
and the 256 GB SSD.This upgrade came as a boost in the Ultrabooks performance as well as battery
life. Dell also added near field communication in this device.The hinge system was removed and
replaced with a fully detachable display. The device has a 4K Ultra HD 38602160 display, a
kickstand and an 8MP rear camera and a 5MP front camera. The new XPS 12 has an allmetal build
from the new XPS 13.It is the companys first Ultrabook, a term coined by Intel. The edges are
rounded and the bottom is made of carbon fibre, with a gentle silicone surface treatment. A battery
level indicator was also present, and is functional when powered off.The XPS 13 Developer Edition
comes preloaded with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.The laptop also features face recognition to login.The
battery capacity dropped from 60 watthours to 52 watthours, most likely due to the smaller form
factor. Dell has dropped the barrelstyle connector, previously used to charge the device, and now
includes two Thunderbolt 3, a micro SD card reader, one USBC port and one headphone jack. Dell is
also offering a model in white, which uses a different palm rest material than the previous carbon
fiber palm rest and deck on the 9360.Dell again includes two Thunderbolt 3, a micro SD card reader,
one USBC port and one headphone jack. This refresh has Intels 8th generation Core i38145U,
i58265U, and Core i78565U processors, codenamed Whiskey Lake.It has a new 13.4 inch screen
with aspect ratio of 1610, and was launched in August 2019. This model has a soldered SSD which
cannot be upgraded.It is physically identical to the early 2019 XPS 13 9380.It was launched during
CES 2020.

It is equipped with a 2011 1 GB NVIDIA GeForce GT 420M Graphics for Corei5 processors and GT
425M for Corei7 processors.it can also be customized with up to 8 GB of DDR3 memory. The
computer can either have a 500 GB 7200 RPM SATA hard drive, or a 256 GB solid state drive. This
laptop has a sleek anodized aluminium LCD back cover.It is equipped with a 2012 NVIDIA GT 630M
on higher models or Intel HD graphics 4000 on the base model, and can be customized with up to 8
GB of DDR3 memory. The computer can either have a 500 GB 7200 RPM SATA hard drive, or a 256
GB solid state drive.This made it a good gaming laptop for its time. The base model comes with 500
GB 7200 rpm SATA hard drive. The computer can either have a 640 GB 7200 RPM SATA hard drive,
or a 256 GB solidstate drive. The screen resolution is either 1366768 or 19201080. The Nvidia
graphics card used in Dell 15 L501x turns off or on automatically for specific applications
demanding dedicated graphics. It is equipped with 2 MP webcam. It has two USB 3.0 ports and one
eSATAp port. The following year the XPS 15 L502x had both its processor and graphics card
upgraded, with the processor being upgraded from the Arrandale to the Sandy Bridge chipset and
the graphics upgraded to either a Nvidia 525M or 540M with 1 or 2 GB of ram respectively.Includes
a 15.6inch screen 1920x1080 Corning Gorilla Glass FHD WLED with TrueLife and was much thinner
than its predecessor. Its design was similar to Dell XPS 13 L321X and Dell XPS 14 L421X the edges
are rounded and the bottom is made of carbon fiber, with a gentle silicone surface treatment.The
base model XPS 15 comes with a 19201080 touchscreen display it is unclear if this is a TN panel or
not, 500 GB HDD with 32 GB msata SSD cache, dualcore i54200H CPU, 8 GB RAM, integrated HD
4400 Graphics, and a 61Wh battery. A midrange model has a quadcore i74702HQ CPU, 32001800
PPS similar to IPS touchscreen, 16 GB RAM, GT 750M GDDR5 GPU, a 1 TB HDD with 32 GB SSD
cache, and a 61Wh battery.

The chicletkeys of backlight keyboard are matte black and feature a slightly concave surface



area.The new model aligned with the previous model 9550 in terms of dimension and exterior ports,
but inside the CPU and GPU were upgraded to Kaby Lake and GTX 1050, respectively.This
convertible laptop features the 8th Generation Intel mobile processors with AMD GPUs integrated
into the chip package. It was announced at CES 2018. This XPS 15 utilizes LPDDR3 RAM, which is
soldered and not upgradable.This new model brings options for the new Coffee Lake quadcore Core
i5, hexacore Core i7 and Core i9 processors, with the option for the latter, the sixcore Core
i98950HK, being clocked at 2.9 GHz, with a boost clock of 4.8 GHz and the ability to be overclocked
as well. This new model also comes with an option for the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050Ti graphics
card, and has the optional fingerprint scanner integrated into the power button. The webcam
placement has also been shifted to be underneath the DELL logo on the bottom of the display.It
supports up to 64GB of memory with a bandwidth of 2666 MHz, as well as 2TB PCIe SSD storage.
Launched on 27 June.The XPS 15 also got a smaller and higher resolution webcam of 720p, and
more powerful speakers that aim up out of the laptop. It also got updated inside, including 10th Gen
Intel Comet Lake CPU. DELL also offers two types of 15.6inch Infinity Edge display 1920 x 1200 or
3840 x 2400, and two different capacity batteries 56WHr or 86Whr. Size 13.57 x 9 x 0.7 inches,
Weight 4 pounds nontouch, 56Whr battery, 4.5 pounds touch, 86Whr battery.It is noted for having a
very similar design to the current generation Apple Macbook Pro computer, and even sported a
silver aluminum casing. The computer can either have a 750 GB 7200 RPM hard drive or a 256 GB
solid state drive. Throughout its production, the XPS 15z was plagued with DCP latency related
sound spikes due to faulty network drivers provided by Dell.

The solution was to use third party drivers, as discovered by a community of forum users. Another
chronic issue was the lower right corner of the LCD going dim at random times. Replacement of the
entire LCD assembly would only temporarily solve this problem. Production of the XPS 15z ceased in
the first half of 2012, but its design was carried on by the XPS 14z.It also has an LCD upgrade of
19201080 Full HD and 3D display kit.It will offer Intels latest 10th Gen Core i9 45W processors,
64GB of RAM, and 2TB of storage.Compared to its predecessor, the XPS M1710, the model M1730
was physically redesigned with a completely new chassis available in a grey, white, blue, or red. Also
like its predecessor, it featured a 17inch widescreen. From the components angle, it supported
overclockable Intel Core 2 Extreme processors 2.8 GHz to 3.4 GHz overclocked via the X7900 or
X9000 Processor, dual NVIDIA GeForce 9800M GTX video cards in SLI, up to two 7200 RPM SATA
hard drives available in RAID, and up to 8 GB DDR2 SDRAM. A Bluray Disc Drive was an option in
some models. New with this latest version was a built in optional AGEIA physics card to enable
PhysX enhanced titles take advantage of hardware accelerated physics, the option for 64 GB solid
state drives, a back lit keyboard including a number pad, and a Logitech gaming LCD display above
the keyboard.Thus, performs slightly better than the 9800M GT and 8800M GTX cards. The
availability of the 9800M GTX SLI is rare, and may only be purchased in limited Dell direct outlets
and on eBay. And in most cases, they are either out of stock, not on sale any longer or selling the
previous 9800M GT and 8800M GTX graphics cards.The XPS M1530 is almost identical in design to
the XPS M1330 except that it has 4 different colors blue, black, pink and red and it is a bit thicker
and heavier with a 15.4inch CCFL or LED screen. Wireless draftn is also available 802.11n . The XPS
M1530 includes a biometric fingerprint reader and a 2 MP webcam.

Another option for this laptop is a glossy 19201200 display, even though it is 9 inches smaller than
Dells 24 inch monitor.Dell became aware that the problem was limited to Nvidia chip production, the
BIOS was updated to A12 which improves thermal control but does not prevent it from reoccurring.
The problem associated with Nvidia GPUs was the chip material used could not stand high
temperatures.It features a 13.3inch screen either with CCFL or WLED. The WLEDbacklit version has
a 0.3 MP camera, as opposed to the 2 MP camera with the CCFL screen. The XPS 1330 with the
WLED screen is thinner and brighter than the previous XPS 1210 version, the thinner WLED screen
forcing the optics in the camera to be limited to 0.3 MP. Moreover, XPS 1330 can also feature a



biometric fingerprint reader, usually found in business class laptops like the Latitude series. The
XPS M1330 also offers the NVIDIA GeForce Go 8400M GS graphics card as an option. Originally, it
could only be configured with Intel Core 2 Duo mobile processors up to T7700 2.4 GHz, but could
later be configured with processors up to the Intel Core 2 Duo T9500. Noted for its light weight of
only 1.8 kg, the XPS M1330 is also available in the product red line along with other Dell
computers.It has been replaced by the M1340 Studio XPS 13.This problem was exacerbated by poor
thermal contact between the chip and the heat pipe the gap is too big. Some people have overcome
the graphics chip overheating problem by fashioning a heat sink using a copper plate and thermal
paste to fill the gap between the heat pipe and the graphics chip.Its full body is piano black and
silver.When configured with the 9500M GE you are able to switch between the 9400M G running
standalone and the 9400M G with the 9200M GS in Windows Vista, without logging out and back in
like you must with Apple products due to the availability of Hybrid SLI.

Although this model is still available in Europe with the 512 MB nVidia GeForce 210M graphics card
and the NVIDIA GeForce MCP79MX Chipset.No replacement 13inch Studio XPS has been
announced.It has an illuminated QWERTY keyboard and leather accents on the lid are optional. Its
full body is onyx black and silver.Dell was able to provide a fix for the issue with the help of
community input.The M1647 motherboard still uses the Intel PM55 chipset as the M1645 but overall
the motherboard uses less power than its predecessor.This computer was replaced by the XPS
M1730.With the standard battery, the laptop weights 1.9 kilograms. Unlike other 12inch notebook
computers, the M1210 features a builtin optical drive rather than an external. This model was
discontinued as of July 31, 2007.It has a design very similar to the XPS M1710. It was initially given
the Nvidia GeForce 256 MB 6800 Ultra Go GPU which was a Dell exclusive at the time. The laptop
was rebranded as XPS M170 soon after the GeForce Go 7800 GTX was incorporated. The Inspiron
9300 was based on it, being substantially the same laptop with an ATI Mobility Radeon X300 in the
base model.This model features a choice of several Intel mobile processors, 14.1inch widescreen and
between 512 MB to 2 GB of RAM. This model being more mediaoriented than gaming currently does
not feature a dedicated graphics card. This model has been replaced by the E1405, a 14.1inch laptop
physically similar the M140. It features the newer Intel Core Duo processors and Intels 945 chipset.
It is no longer classified as an XPS laptop, however.The Mobility Radeon 9800 was based on the
R420 core, the same as early ATI Radeon X700 and X800 desktop graphics cards, but with half the
pixel pipelines disconnected. This could only be done on cores made before week 43 of 2004.The
case featured an airbrush paint job completed by Mike Lavallee.
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